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Abstract—Summer camps can be an effective method of 
encouraging children and teenagers to learn about technol-
ogy and stimulate interest in engineering careers. These 
camps can provide opportunities beyond what a normal 
school can offer, and achieve specific educational goals that 
would be difficult to realize in a traditional classroom set-
ting. A robotics summer camp curriculum was developed in 
accordance with the age specific standards from the Nation-
al Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) and the 
National Science Education Standards (NSES). To link this 
to the engineering skills that are developed in college, the 
resultant student experience was evaluated in the context of 
the engineering outcomes for a four year engineering degree 
defined by the Accreditation Board of Engineering and 
Technology (ABET). The robotics summer camp was evalu-
ated for its effectiveness building a foundation and support-
ing the skills that a student should develop in a college engi-
neering program. Pre- and post- tests were given and scored 
with a standard rubric. The questions were mapped to the 
specific ABET outcomes which best align with the goals of 
the summer camp. The test scores show the degree of im-
provement in various areas of engineering and problem 
solving. The resulting data shows the strengths of the sum-
mer camp and identifies areas that can be targeted for im-
provement, to make a larger impact on the attendees. 

Index Terms—assessment, ABET, outcomes, robotics, camp 

I. BACKGROUND 
The development of curriculum for educational pro-

grams can be influenced by a number of sources. The 
goals of the program could be defined based on the fund-
ing source, the community, government departments of 
education (state and federal level), or by the educator who 
is designing the activity. Many educational organizations 
have published guidelines to help educators frame their 
curriculum in the context of skills and outcomes that a 
particular lesson or program would hope to achieve based 
on the subject matter. The recommendations take the form 
of state and national education standards. Three sources 
that provide pertinent standards for a robotics summer 
camp are the National Council of Teachers of Mathemat-
ics (NCTM), the National Science Education Standards 
(NSES), and the Accreditation Board of Engineering and 
Technology (ABET). 

The NCTM is an organization that promotes mathemat-
ics education through support to teachers and pedagogical 
research [1]. They have developed mathematical standards 
for K-12 education. The NSES was drafted in 1996 by the 
National Committee on Science Education Standards and 

Assessment which was commissioned by the National 
Research Council and provides a set of standards inclusive 
of K-12 science [2].  

ABET is an international nonprofit organization that 
certifies the quality of educational programs in applied 
science, computing, engineering, and engineering tech-
nology at colleges and universities. ABET developed a list 
of eleven engineering outcomes that a student should 
achieve in the course of a four year engineering degree. 
Even though these are undergraduate program outcomes, 
it is worthwhile to compare them to a grade school engi-
neering experience, to measure contributions to the prepa-
ration of children for entering technical degree programs. 
The outcomes pertinent to this study relate to gaining 
STEM knowledge and developing problem solving skills 
using technology [3]. 

The robotics summer camps that are the subject of this 
paper have been held for several years for children in 
grades 6 through 8 in Western Pennsylvania. The princi-
pal intent of these camps is to foster an interest in science, 
technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) among 
elementary and intermediate age students. These grades 
are targeted so that students who exhibit an interest can 
make middle school and high school curriculum choices 
in preparation for a college STEM degree. The non-
traditional paradigm used is an inquiry based framework 
that is as much fun as it is educational. Students, or camp-
ers, meet in a semi-formal setting and work in teams to 
accomplish the tasks identified in the program curriculum. 
Structure is provided through the use of camp instructors 
and administrative aids. Campers are provided a Code of 
Conduct, to which they and their parents must agree. Dis-
respectful behavior is not tolerated. Students are encour-
aged to ask questions and to actively engage in the lessons 
to the extent they are comfortable. 

The camp builds sequentially from material developed 
in preceding lessons. Beginning with an overview, stu-
dents introduce themselves and complete a pre-camp 
assessment. The assessment is a two-part questionnaire 
intended to gauge the students’ competencies at the start 
of camp and to determine the extent of learning during 
camp. A multiple choice inventory addressing basic 
math/science knowledge and Lego Mindstorm NXT-G 
specific skills is administered along with a short form 
assessment. This short form allows campers to expound 
more thoroughly on their thoughts with free response 
questions.  

This particular camp was first designed around the Vex 
Robotics System. But for the past two summers, Vex was 
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replaced by Lego Mindstorm NXT 2.0. The use of the 
Lego Mindstorm system for the middle school robotics 
summer camp verses Vex or other robotics systems was 
made for a variety of reasons. 
• Many students are already familiar with Lego assem-

bly methods and schematics, some even have Mind-
storm experience. This reduces the learning curve for 
robotic assembly. 

• Mindstorm software can be taught in a Labview or 
C++ based environment providing different levels of 
complexity, but also experience with software that 
mimics real engineering tools [4,5,6] and supports 
ABET engineering outcomes [7]. 

• The FIRST Lego League Robotics Competition [8] is 
open to students age 9-16, building interest for mid-
dle school students at robotics summer camps could 
encourage them to participate in or even start a robot-
ics team at their school to compete in this challenge.  

• LEGO Mindstorm kits require no additional tooling 
or familiarity/skill with components. The pieces 
simply snap together and are designed for the target 
age of the campers (6th-8th grade).  

• Other educational outreach programs have success-
fully used this platform at this age level [9,10,11,12]. 

 

One challenge with a week-long engineering summer 
camp is the time it takes for the students to learn the tech-
nology and be able to use it in a meaningful way. One 
possible solution is to extend the length of the camp to 
multiple weeks. A more drawn out method would be to 
engage the student over the course of a year, meeting on 
weekends to teach the students basic concepts and give 
them time and access during the school year to play with 
the concepts they have learned and complete homework 
assignments or mini-projects. Then the summer camp 
becomes a capstone experience for the students to have a 
block of dedicated time to pull together all of the individ-
ual concepts they have learned into a final team project 
that would be more significant than a project done solely 
within the confines of one or more weeks of summer 
camp [13]. Unfortunately this approach requires addition-
al resources, planning, and a much larger time commit-
ment from the instructor and the students. For the summer 
camp analyzed here, two identical one-week sessions 
hosting 20 students each were offered, followed by a one 
week advanced level camp that was available to students 
from those two initial introductory sessions, prior sum-
mers, or students who already had basic exposure to the 
Lego Mindstorm robotics system and felt prepared for the 
advanced camp. The focus of the advanced class was the 
programming and control aspect of robotics. The curricu-
lum and outcome of the advanced summer camp session 
will not be discussed in this paper.  

It has been shown that students can relate and benefit 
from engineering activities that allow them to be involved 
in the design and development of toys [14]. Using the 
Lego Mindstorm kits, students could be led through a 
similar engineering design process, being given the chal-
lenge of creating a new “kit” that makes a particular robot, 
with step-by-step assembly and programming guides, such 
as the ones that come with standard Lego sets. The stu-
dents would prototype and test an original design to com-
plete specific task or set of tasks. Once the robot has 
demonstrated its ability to do these tasks the students can 

fully document the assembly, by doing “reverse engineer-
ing” taking the robot apart, recording each component and 
photographing it at various stages of disassembly. Revers-
ing the disassembly process creates the assembly instruc-
tions. This could also be a lesson presented in context with 
the FIRST robotics program, to have the students docu-
ment their design once it has been finalized for competi-
tion.  

II. CURRICULUM 
The camp curriculum is mapped to a four-day schedule 

and is taught at the introductory level. In developing the 
curriculum, it was assumed that participants would have 
no prior experience with either LEGO construction tech-
niques or with NXT-G/LabView programming. One of 
the advantages of the LEGO Mindstorms is that it requires 
no additional tools for assembly, making familiarity with 
and training in the use of tools unnecessary. While the 
emphasis of the curriculum is on programming, students 
are engaged first in spatial relation exercises in prepara-
tion for assembly activities using LEGO Mindstorm kits. 
The ability to read, generate and understand technical 
drawings to build a model is a prerequisite to the devel-
opment of a testable platform upon which the success and 
efficacy of the programming can be assessed. The first 
day’s curriculum can be seen in Appendix A. 

Care was taken to map the daily outcomes to accepted, 
national teaching standards in both mathematics and sci-
ence. For example, the second activity of the camp in-
volved the representation of a 3-dimensional object on a 
2-dimensional sheet of paper. Students were provided 
instruction on the isometric and orthographic rendering of 
real objects, including the use of scale. Upon completion, 
students were asked to draw a randomly selected, but 
simple object (rectangular prism, cylinder, box, etc.). 
Once completed, the objects were collected and placed on 
a table. Next, the renderings were distributed so that each 
student got one created by another student. Finally, the 
students had to choose from the collection of all objects 
that object represented by the drawing they received. This 
activity addresses both the National Council of Teachers 
of Mathematics (NCTM) Standard with respect to Geome-
try and the National Science Education Standards (NSES) 
requirement with respect to inquiry. Specifically, it targets 
the desire to have 6-8th grade students be able to “precise-
ly described, classify, and understand the relationships 
among types of two and three dimensional objects.” It 
further satisfies the Standard’s requirement that students 
“specify location and describe spatial relationships using 
coordinate geometry and other representational systems” 
[15]. This is particularly evident by the students’ use of 
graph paper to aid in their reproduction of the dimensional 
features of their respective objects. Finally, the exercise 
addresses the NSES requirement that students use mathe-
matics in all aspects of scientific inquiry [16].  

Daily activities for each of the four days are summa-
rized in Appendix B:  B. The chart lists the camp’s daily 
activities and maps the specific national standards or en-
gineering outcomes that each activity satisfies.  

Camp officially opens after completion of the pre-camp 
assessment with a brief lecture on the nature of science 
and engineering, followed by a review of the working 
definition of a robot. Lecturing is aimed principally at 
providing a historical perspective on the scientific method 
and for drawing commonalities between it and the engi-
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neering process. Students are taught that theses methodol-
ogies are a formalized means to minimize trial-and-error 
approaches to problem solving, thereby enhancing effi-
ciency. For most individuals, this lecturing part of the 
itinerary is the least liked portion of the camp. It feels 
most like school. Fortunately, most also recognize the 
necessity of it and tolerate it to varying degrees. To ad-
dress this issue of boredom and better fix student atten-
tion, we have included a number of video clips. These 
clips, review the notion of what it is to be a “robot” from 
the perspective of today’s mass media in order to intro-
duce and dispel preconceived misconceptions. We con-
clude with a working definition of a robot as a non-living 
entity that has the ability to sense its surroundings and act 
according to a predetermined plan.  

After the video, students are provided a tutorial on the 
construction and importance of mathematical models. 
Campers engage in communicating technical specifica-
tions by creating and interpreting technical drawings. 
They are assessed, based on their ability to correctly iden-
tify orthographic translations from one perspective to 
another. Concluding the first day, campers, in pairs or 
groups of three, are provided assembly instructions for a 
“Castorbot” along with a box of parts. They are given one 
hour to complete the assembly, accessing parts from the 
box as dictated by the assembly manual. Instructions are 
organized in steps corresponding to major assemblies. 
Students are asked not to proceed to the second step until 
completion of the first step is reviewed with one of the 
instructors. Once approved to proceed, the group or team 
is allowed to continue construction unabated until finished 
or having solicited help. 

On the second day, the curriculum shifts from mechani-
cal lessons to programming for linkage between hardware 
and software. Specifically, the students begin the task of 
learning how to program their robot to complete simple 
behaviors such as moving forward a specified distance 
and turning right and left. The NXT-G software develop-
ment tool used in the camp provides a graphical user inter-
face, based on LabView, that minimizes the time required 
for students to acquire proficiency in its use. Unlike com-
mand-line interfaces, the graphical interface is intuitive 
and syntactically simple, allowing students to quickly 
apply it. Concurrent with the instruction of programming 
simple movements, campers are engaged in critical think-
ing exercises that compare and contrast the locomotion of 
their robots with their own bipedal movement. Biological 
analogs to the wheels, gears, and beams are highlighted. 
The complexity of human motion is stressed. Campers 
explore how something with wheels can turn. Most are 
surprised that turning can be accomplished by either stop-
ping one wheel while rotating the other or by rotating both 
wheels at different speeds. Once this is understood, pro-
gramming right, left, point or swing turns becomes second 
nature. Finally, students are shown how to calibrate the 
simple behavior of moving forward one wheel rotation 
and to use the information to write an algebraic expression 
relating the distance traveled to the number of wheel rota-
tions. Similarly, campers calibrate the degree of body turn 
as a function of wheel rotation and are taught how this 
information can be used to calculate the number of wheel 
rotations required to achieve a desired body turn.  

III. ASSESSMENT METHOD 
A repeated-measures design was employed as the as-

sessment tool to gage the extent to which students’ 
knowledge of robotics concepts improved. Both a pre-test 
and a post-test, in the form of a multiple choice assess-
ment (Appendix C) and free response assessment (Appen-
dix D) designed by the creators of the summer camp cur-
riculum were administered to all students. These tests 
presented the exact same items, in the exact order. The 
only difference between tests was the day it was given. 
Campers were advised that they would be completing a 
pre- and post-camp test and that their scores would not be 
applied to any ranking or grades. To eliminate students 
using results from the pre-test to guide their responses to 
questions on the post-test, scores and correct answers from 
the former were withheld from the participates. Failure of 
an individual to turn in either one or both forms resulted in 
their elimination from the sample set, so only 35 of the 40 
participants are included. A paired t-test was used on the 
results of the individual pre- and post-tests to assess the 
difference in the means to determine whether the course 
was effective at fostering learning. Since the camp was 
run twice consecutively, the results for each week of the 
camp are analyzed separately, so that we are assessing the 
effectiveness of each offering of the camp as two separate 
sample groups.  

The short form subjective assessment pre-test with open 
ended questions was administered as a targeted evaluation 
of the ABET engineering outcomes. A rubric (Appendix 
E) was devised prior to the start of the camps on how to 
score responses on a scale of 1 to 5, with 5 being an excel-
lent answer, and was based on rubrics used for similar 
studies [17]. The same criteria for administering and as-
sessing the multiple choice questions was also used for 
this tool.  

IV. RESULTS 
During the course of the four day summer camp offered 

in summer of 2012, students were introduced to the basic 
concept of robotics, learned to understand basic mechani-
cal diagrams and visual programming languages, and 
apply basic Lego building methods to produce and pro-
gram robots to solve specific problems. Students were 
able to succeed at making robots that were able to satisfy 
the various challenges and in the processes deepened their 
overall understanding of robotics and increased their tech-
nical problem solving skills, as shown by the pre-test and 
post-test.  

The analysis of the pre- and post-test examines the dif-
ferences in mean scores (M) for each class and also uses 
the standard deviation (SD) to calculate the threshold for 
significance using a t value at the appropriate number of 
degrees of freedom with a 0.05 p value to set the confi-
dence limit. For the multiple choice portion of the test, 
camp participants during the first week increased their 
average test score, M = 8.5 points with SD = 12.0. The 
effect was statistically significant, t(17) = 3.05, p = 0.05. 
Likewise, the second week showed an increase in average 
scores, M = 12.9 points with SD = 8.7. Again, the effect 
was statistically significant, t(16) = 5.76, p = 0.05. So both 
weeks of the camp showed a significant improvement in 
test scores for their technical knowledge and problem 
solving skills. Scores are expected to be higher for the 
second week due to the familiarity of the instructors with 
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the material and comfort with the course. Figure 1 shows 
a histogram of test scores for the multiple choice pre- and 
post-test overall grades with a shift from a pre-test average 
of 62% to a post-test average of 76%, and a threefold 
increase in the students scoring 90% or above.  

The short answer portion of the survey gave the stu-
dents an open forum to respond to questions in their own 
words. The questions were designed to investigate how 
much the students knew and gained conceptually, versus 
the problem solving skills tested by the multiple choice 
portion. Figure 2 shows the breakdown of average scores 
by question, showing that the students already came into 
the camp with a fair amount of general knowledge about 
engineers, robots, and uses of robots in society. They 
performed well on questions that asked “what” things are, 
but seemed to struggle with questions asking “why” or 
“how” about engineering methods or processes. The larg-
est gains are from questions relating to skill based tasks 
that involve describing a method or process to accomplish 
a goal with the robot. Reasonable gains are also seen in a 
couple of the computational problems (5 and 15), one of 
the hardest conceptual computational problems, translat-
ing rotational motion to linear motion, (4) had no signifi-
cant change.  

The short answer survey also showed strong gains from 
pre-to post-test. Based on a rubric of judging open ended 
question and answers, the overall understanding demon-
strated by their responses shifted the mean score from 
62% to 76%. Based on a paired t-test this is a statically 
significant gain in their understanding of engineering and 
robotics. The number of students scoring >90% tripled.  

By mapping the ABET outcomes to the pre/post test 
questions, the areas of greatest impact can be measured by 
aggregating the improvement across all relevant questions 
relating to each outcome.  

A pre-test and post-test score for each outcome was de-
rived using the grading rubric found in Appendix E (ex-
amples of sample responses to the open ended questions 
in Appendix F) and the mapping of ABET outcomes to 
questions in Appendix G. For each student a pre- and 
post-test score is calculated for based on the questions that 
relate to each outcome. All 35 students were evaluated 
together for the outcomes assessment, so the degrees of 
freedom for the T test was 34. This data includes ques-
tions where students answered on the pre-test but then 
submitted no answer on the post-test. If this were to be 
omitted due to unanswered questions, then the difference 
between test scores would increase by 0.2-0.4 points per 
category. Even with non-responses factored in, the six 
outcome areas analyzed show statistically significant 
improvements based on the open response questions, as 
seen in Table 1. The 95% confidence level for significant 
improvement needs a p value below 0.05, and all results 
were an order of magnitude or more smaller.  

V. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper presents a methodology for hosting a one 

week robotics camp for middle school aged students and 
an assessment method that is based on both national 
standards for K-12 education but also looking ahead to 
measure improvement in outcomes defined for collegiate 
engineering programs. A multiple choice test showed that 
technical knowledge and problem solving ability pertain-
ing to robotics increased by a statistically significant level. 

The open ended questions asked of the students were 
mapped to a selection of ABET outcomes for a collegiate 
engineering program and the six areas measured all 
showed extremely significant improvement. A sample of 
the curriculum, survey instruments and scoring rubrics are 
included to show the level of comprehension attained by 
the students.  

 
Figure 1.   The shift in student performance from the pre-test to the 

post-test for the multiple choice test on technical knowledge  

 
Figure 2.  Average student score broken down by question number for 

short answer assessment. 

TABLE I.   
RESULTS FROM MAPPING FREE RESPONSE QUESTIONS TO ABET OUT-

COMES. ALL AREAS SHOWED SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENT.  
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a. (1) apply knowledge of math, 
science, and engineering 26.3% 6.6 5.44 <0.0001 

b. (2) design and conduct experiments, 
analyze and interpret data 24.8% 3.6 4.06 0.0003 

e. (5) identify, formulate, and solve 
engineering problem 27.2% 4.3 4.53 <0.0001 

g. (7) ability to communicate effec-
tively 20.9% 7.6 5.86 <0.0001 

j. (10) knowledge of contemporary 
issues 17.0% 3.1 3.25 0.0026 

k. (11) use techniques, skills, and 
modern engineering tools 35.8% 6.0 5.15 <0.0001 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A: Sample Lesson  

Lesson Plan – Day 1  
Subject: Robotics  Periods - Day Long 
National Stand-

ard(s) 
MP.2 
MP.4 

RST.9-10.2 
RST.9-10.4 

• Reason abstractly and quantitatively.  
• Model with mathematics. 
• Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze in detail its development over the course of the text, including how it 

emerges and is shaped and refined by specific details; provide an objective summary of the text 
• Determine the meaning of symbols, key terms, and other domain-specific words and phrases as they are used in a specific 

scientific or technical context relevant to grades 9-10 texts and topics 
Assessment Anchor/ 

Eligible Content  
HSA/REI.B3 
CCRA/SL.1 
CCRA/SL.2 

• Solve linear equations and inequalities in one variable, including equations with coefficients represented by letters. 
• Prepare for and participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations with diverse partners, building on others' 

ideas and expressing their own clearly and persuasively 
• Integrate and evaluate information presented in diverse media and formats, including visually, quantitatively, and orally. 

Objectives: 
 

The students will be 
able to: 

1. Process literal equations  
2. Solve simple, one-step, algebraic problems 
3. Construct mobile robot using visual/graphic instructions 
4. Plan/Conduct tests to characterize functional capabilities 
5. Write and integrate graphical programming  

Materials 
 

Course Manual (to be passed out), notebook, pen/pencil, LegoTM Mindstorms NXT 2.0 Robotics kit, PSU-EOC build instruc-
tions., Video Projector, Laptops, NXT Software  

Anticipatory Set (Lead-In) Begin by introducing the course, staff and campers. Review expectations and objectives for the week. 
Procedures 

(Examples/ Key 
Questions) 

Details of the Lesson 
(include embedded 

assessment) 

This lesson is expected to take 6.50 hours to complete  
1. Take attendance (2 min) 
2. Initiate Anticipatory Set (15 min) 
3. Pre-test (18 min) 
4. Ask students what they know about the scientific method. (5 min) – allow students to engage in an open discussion. 
5. Ask students what the know about engineering – allow a more protracted interaction with a slower start – If students find it 

difficult to engage, rephrase question or ask what engineers do. (20 min) 
6. PowerPoint – What is Engineering? (10 min) 
7. Handout “What is a Robot” Pre-test activity – Questions to determine (2 min) 
8. Launch Interactive Video “So What is a Robot” (8 min) 
9. Break (15 min) 
10. Power Point “Introduce Sketching” introduction to mechanical drawings and object rendering (25 min) 
11. Sketching activity- Students are given a simple geometric shape, asked to render it using orthographic projections (20 min) 
12. Sketching activity- Students are given the drawings from another group and asked to identify the object rendered. (15 min)  
13. Lunch (60 min) 
14. Shootbot demonstration – demonstration of various LEGO creations. (15 min) 
15. Handout Castorbot Assembly Instructions & wiring diagrams (10 min) 
16. Castorbot Assembly Activity (60 min) 
17. Break (15 min) 
18. Castorbot Assemblly (60 min) 
19. Clean-up (15 min) 

Assignment None 
Enrichment Shooter Arm Assembly 

 

Appendix B: Robotics Activities Cross References with Education Standards and Outcomes 
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And  
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(ABET) 

Descriptions 
 
Educational activities (right) 
 
Standards and Outcomes (below) 
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A: Inquiry Abilities to do Inquiry  X  X X X X  X X     
Understanding about Inquiry X X X X X X X X  X     

B: Physi-
cal Sci-
ence 

Properties X  X            
Motions & Forces X   X X X X  X X X  X X 
Transfer of Energy X   X    X  X X  X X 

E: Science 
& Tech 

Abilities for technical design X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
Understanding about science and technology X  X  X   X    X   

N
C

TM
 Numbers Understands Numbers and Operations   X  X X X X  X X X  X X 

Algebra Represent & analyze using algebraic symbology    X X X X  X X   X X 
Geometry Describe Relationship between 2-D and 3-D objects  X         X  X X 

A
B

E
T a. (1) apply knowledge of math, science, and engineering X  X X X X X X X X X X X X 

b. (2) design and conduct experiments, analyze & interpret data     X X X  X  X  X X 
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e. (5) identify, formulate, and solve engineering problem   X X X X X  X X X  X X 
g. (7) ability to communicate effectively  X  X      X     
j. (10) knowledge of contemporary issues X              
k. (11) use the techniques, skills, & modern engineering tools  X X X X X X  X X X  X X 

 

Appendix C: Pre/Post Test – Multiple Choice Assessment with Answers 

1.What is Force?  
a. A skill that astronauts use to help them deal with weightlessness. 
b. It causes something with mass to move. 
c. A way of making steel harder for tools. 
d. A computer component that keeps the processor cool so it won’t overheat. 
 

2. Which of the following characteristic(s) make a machine a robot?  
a. The ability to sense things. 
b. The ability to move. 
c. The ability to plan a response and act on it. 
d. The ability to sense, plan and act. 
 

3. Robots can move using all of the following except  
a. tendons   c. propellers 
b. wheels   d. tracks 
 

4. How far does a wheeled robot move in 3 complete revolutions, if the diameter of the wheel is 1cm?  
a. 3 cm    c. pi*pi cm 
b. 3*pi cm     d. 2*pi cm 
 

5. If a wheel makes 2 revolutions every 10 seconds, how many revolutions will that wheel make in one minute?  
a. 2    c. 6 
b. 12    d. 20 
 

6. What is a radius? 
a. The distance from the center of the circle to the outer ring. 
b. The distance all the way around the circle. 
c. The distance half way around the circle. 
d. The distance across the circle through the center. 
 

7. What is a diameter?  
a. The distance from the center of the circle to the outer ring. 
b. The distance all the way around the circle. 
c. The distance half way around the circle. 
d. The distance across the circle through the center. 
 

8. What is a circumference?  
a. The distance from the center of the circle to the outer ring. 
b. The distance all the way around the circle. 
c. The distance half way around the circle. 
d. The distance across the circle through the center. 
 

9. The NXT-G programming language uses  
a. a graphic based interface. c. a command line interface. 
b. a voice user interface.  d. a batch interface. 
 

10. Which one of the following would you use to move a robot forward?  

a.  c.  

b.  d.  
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11. What is the difference between the “Move Block” and the “Motor Block”? (for default values) 
a. The move block always works on two motors simultaneously. 
b. The motor block works by counting rotations where the move block counts elapsed time. 
c. The move block is more precise in its counting than the motor block. 
d. The motor block only turns the axel one revolution. 
 

12. In the diagram below, determine what duration is specified for port C?  

 
a. 1 rotation   c. 75 rotations 
b. pi rotations   d. 0 rotation (port not selected) 
 

13.  Based on the Engineering Process, which is the proper sequence of events in the cycle?  
a. program, build, test and communicate 
b. communicate, build, program and test 
c. build, program, test, communicate 
d. build, test, communicate and program 
 

14.  What is the major difference between a loop and a decision block?  
a. Loops, not decision blocks, allow programs to decide an action based on 2 or more inputs.  
b. Decision blocks, not loops, allow programs to decide an action based on 2 or more inputs 
c. Loops by-pass or loop around decision points to avoid it whereas decision blocks initiate loops. 
d. Decision blocks repeat a particular action a specified number of times; loops only repeat once. 
 

15. Suppose you found that for every wheel rotation your robot turned 30 degrees. How many wheel rotations are re-
quired to turn your robot 90 degrees?  

a. 0.333 rotations   c. 3 rotations 
b. 2700 rotations    d. 60 rotations 

 
Appendix D: Pre/Post Test – Short Answer 
The short answer questions consisted of the following  

1. What is engineering? 
2. What is a robot? 
3. What are up to five modern day examples of applications using robots? 
4. What is sketching AND why is it important? (Pertains to engineering graphics and design) 
5. Why do engineers test their experiments and prototypes? 
6. Why is communicating an important aspect in Engineering? 
7. What is computer programming? 
8. What are at least three types of robotic sensors AND what are they each specifically used for? 
9. What are three future uses for robots AND what would be the benefit of each? 
10. Describe the engineering process (or cycle)? 
11. What are three types of industries (or companies) that use robots AND how do they use them? 
12. Explain why it is beneficial to work as a team on certain projects rather than individually? 
13. Explain why trial and error is not always the best method to begin an experiment or project? 
14. Explain how wheel rotations can be used to determine how far a robot has traveled?  

 
Appendix E: Pre/Post Test – Scoring Rubric for Short Answer Questions 

Q# Beginner Level Score =1 Proficient Level Score = 3 Advanced Level Score = 5 

1 

Demonstrates very little knowledge 
about the subject. Uses example that 
do not accurately demonstrate their 
knowledge of engineering. Provides 
little to no examples. 

Demonstrates adequate knowledge on 
subject. Includes common, basic examples 
with not much detail or supplemental in-
formation to back up their thoughts 

Demonstrates excellent understanding of subject. 
Uses great, valid points and examples to express the 
topic. Mentions topics like problem solving, team-
work, time management, testing, and communi-
cating 

2 

Illustrates very little understanding of 
robots (functions and capabilities). 
The response is very basic and the 
student illustrates only one main 
component or function of a robot. 

Able to clearly identify some of the main 
components and functions of a robot. Gives 
some examples of robots used today. Gives 
a good understanding of the term and how it 
is incorporated into society. 

Establishes a complex and adequate understanding 
of robots and their functions. Able to identify most, 
if not all the main components of robots including 
appearance, movement, planning and programming, 
and acting. 

3 
Provides 1-2 examples that show the 
student’s inadequate knowledge 
about the subject topic. 

Provides 3-4 good examples that express the 
student’s enhanced knowledge of how 
robots are used. 

Provides 5 or more good examples that adequately 
and sufficiently answers the question.  

4 Displays very little knowledge about 
the subject matter. Describes aspects 

Demonstrates general knowledge about 
sketching and its graphical representation. 

Student accurately and precisely illustrates sketch-
ing and offer insight into why it is important. Stu-
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Appendix F: Pre/Post Test – Examples of Weak and Strong Student Responses for Select Short Answer Ques-
tions 
Question Poor Response Excellent Response 

1. What is Engineering? 
- Working and fixing items. 
- It is designing the interior of 

a product. 

- Engineering is problem solving, teamwork, time management, testing, doing it over 
if it doesn’t work. 

- Engineering is the process in which you create certain objects through brainstorming, 
programming, and testing. 

2. What is a robot? - Anything mechanical. - Any machine or device that can sense its surroundings, make a decision, and act on 
it. 

4. What is sketching 
AND why is it 

important? 

- Sketching is drawling lightly. 
- Sketching is drawing. 

- Sketching is drawing or making a sketch of something, usually by a pencil or a 
computer. It is important for engineering because it is a way of explaining some-
thing to someone without actually telling them. 

- It is communicating and expressing design ideas. It is important since it is universal. 
5. Why do engineers 

experiment with 
prototypes? 

-To see if they would help in a 
person/factory. 

- They do this to work out all the imperfections of their design before it is mass pro-
duced or made for work. 

7. What is computer 
programming? 

-Creating programs using the 
program. 

-Programming the computer 

-Computer programming is typing code such as C, C++, C#, Java, etc. to either pro-
gram a robot or retrieve information or create a GUI. 

8. Give 3 examples of 
robotic sensors 

-Wheel move, to get it one 
place. Eyes, to see objects, 

- A light sensor detects changes in reflected light. An ultrasonic sensor sends out 
waves and uses them to determine distances. Color sensors can detect different col-

that are irrelevant to the engineering 
concept of sketching. Provides little 
to no insight on the importance of 
sketching to engineers.  

Talks briefly about the importance of 
sketching. Gives very general response and 
few examples and descriptions.  

dent touches upon ideas that include, communica-
tion, universal convention, informational, and 
different drawing orientations and line types. Com-
pound and descriptive response. 

5 

Recognizes one or two reasons why 
experimenting is a key component in 
engineering. Lacks complexity and 
accurate information. Most of infor-
mation is irrelevant to the topic. 

Presents precise conclusions on the particu-
lar topic. Briefly identifies and explains the 
importance of experimenting with proto-
types. Understands the importance of exper-
imenting and relates its relationship to their 
understanding of the engineering process. 

Institutes numerous examples of why engineers 
experiment and test with prototypes. Examples are 
very intricate and advanced which demonstrates the 
student’s perceptual understanding of the concept. 
Discuss topics such as, gathering data and analyzing 
results, testing to make sure experiment works, 
understand the functionality of prototype, etc. 

6 

Presents good examples about com-
munication; however it does not 
relate to the field of engineering. 
Provides very little examples of 
different types of ways engineers 
communicate to one another. 

Exhibits decent understanding of communi-
cating in engineering. Shows why com-
municating your design is so important. 
Discusses some of the universal concepts of 
communication dealing with engineering 
which include sketching, measurements, etc.  

Illustrates all the different types of communications 
in engineering and illustrates the importance of the 
each. Discusses sketching, communicating your 
results and designs, communicating in teams, pro-
fessional and ethical responsibility, etc. 

7 

Displays no clear understanding of 
the basis of computer programming. 
Knows very common or basic func-
tions. Provides maybe one example 
that is accurate dealing with comput-
er programming. 

Student offers insight into computer pro-
gramming. Illustrates a basic functionality 
of programming. Relates programming to 
certain engineering tools or objects. Identi-
fies one or two examples of different pro-
gramming software. 

Presents very complex examples of different pro-
gramming software or concepts. Discusses the main 
functions and components of programming. Gives 
multiples good examples of different programming 
languages. 

8 
Provides 1 adequate example of 
robotic sensors and explains the 
usage of the sensor. Very basic and 
common description.  

Provides 2 good examples of sensors and 
gives good examples of the uses. Lacks 
complexity and descriptiveness  

Provides 3 solid examples of robotic sensors and 
accurately describes each sensor’s usage in a clear 
descriptive manner. 

9 
Provides 1 good example and tells 
about the benefits of that example. 
All other examples are irrelevant or 
not deemed accurate. 

Provides 2 detailed examples that illustrate 
the student’s understanding of the subject. 
Illustrates clear understanding of the bene-
fits of examples with explanations. 

Provides 3 complex and detailed examples of future 
uses for robots and descriptively comments on the 
benefits of each example. Demonstrates creativity 
and vast knowledge in subject area. 

10 

Illustrates poor understanding and 
comprehension of the engineering 
process. Only is able to correctly 
identify a one or two steps of the 
process. 

Illustrates general understanding of the 
engineering process. States about half of the 
steps in the cycle and provides decent 
examples of the steps. 

Illustrates contemporary knowledge about the 
engineering process. Accurately talks about main 
steps: determining the problem, research, brain-
storm, pick best solution, build, test, redesign, and 
present. 

11 
Provides 1-2 examples that show the 
student’s inadequate knowledge 
about the subject topic. 

Provides 3-4 good examples that express the 
student’s enhanced knowledge of how 
robots are used. 

Provides 5 or more good examples that adequately 
and sufficiently answers the question.  

12 

Believes that working individually on 
a project is more beneficial and really 
does not provide any information 
about the effectiveness of teamwork 
and the importance of teamwork and 
how it relates to engineering. 

Demonstrates the benefits of working as a 
team rather than individually. States a 
couple examples why it is beneficial and 
important to work cooperatively as a team. 
Talks about certain professional and ethical 
responsibilities dealing with teams. 

Understands the importance of teams and teamwork 
in engineering. Identifies the ability to communicate 
effectively with a diverse group, distribute work-
load, master your tasks, and contemporary issues in 
the real world. 

13 

Student believes that trial and error is 
the best way to begin an experiment 
and offers no insight into any other 
types of solutions. Response is very 
general and lacks accuracy. 

Presents some alternative ways to starting 
certain projects or experiments. Examples 
are very basic and not very descriptive. 
Briefly mentions the engineering process 
but does not elaborate beyond that. 

Demonstrates knowledge of the engineering process 
and incorporates the process into how to begin and 
finish every engineering project. Applies knowledge 
of mathematics and engineering to illustrate other 
alternative ways to begin a project that are more 
accurate and precise. 

14 

Response is not accurate and the not 
very clear. Does not answer question 
fully and uses no concepts dealing 
with mathematics, science, or engi-
neering. 

Explains the situation very generically, with 
little to no mathematical terminology or 
engineering thought. Provides a correct way 
of explaining the question but answer lacks 
complexity and engineering mindset. 

Ability to apply knowledge of mathematics, science, 
and engineering to adequately state how wheel 
rotation can determine how far an object has trav-
eled. Uses complex mathematic terms and concepts 
to mathematically explain the scenario. 
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and describe 
their uses? 

and motor to get all them 
working. 

ors. 

10. Describe the engi-
neering pro-

cess? 

- Engineers build the inside. A 
design crew makes the out-
side 

- Determine the problem, research, brainstorm, pick the best solution, build, test, re-
design, and present. 

 

Appendix G: Pre/Post Test - Short Answers and ABET Correlation 
ABET Student Outcomes 
 

Pre/Post Test Short Answer Questions 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

 a.(1) apply knowledge of math, science, and 
engineering  X X X X  X X X X X  X X 

 b.(2) design and conduct experiments, 
analyze and interpret data    X X   X X X   X X 

e.(5) identify, formulate, and solve engi-
neering problem    X X   X X X  X X X 

 g.(7) ability to communicate effectively X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 

 j.(10) knowledge of contemporary issues X X X   X X  X X     

 k.(11) use the techniques, skills, and mod-
ern engineering tools    X X X  X X  X X X X 
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